Abstract: We directly measure the field-free molecular alignment of various room-temperature molecular gases based on alignment-induced spatial focusing and defocusing effects. By imaging the spatial profile of a timedelayed probe pulse with increased and decreased local intensity at the beam center, the parallel and perpendicular molecular alignments are clearly characterized. Meanwhile, the electronic Kerr effect, weak plasma contribution and field-free molecular alignment impact could be distinguished from the measured signals. 
Introduction
Periodic revivals of field-free molecular alignment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] after impulsive rotational Raman excitation by an ultrashort laser pulse have attracted growing interest for its interesting applications in chemistry and ultrafast optics [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Many probing techniques have been applied to measure the molecular alignment, quantified by the statistic metric <<cos 2 θ>>, which is greater, less than, and equal to 1/3 for parallel, perpendicular and random molecular alignment, respectively. Here θ is the angle between the molecular axis and the polarization of the aligning pulse. The weak field polarization technique [3, 13] and cross-defocusing measurement [14, 15] were successfully used to measure the alignment signals, obtaining a signal proportional to (<<cos 2 θ>>-1/3) 2 rather than <<cos 2 θ>>, where the parallel and perpendicular alignment revivals were hard to be directly distinguished since both of them showed increased signals from the measurement with respect to the random molecular orientation. Other methods such as supercontinuum spectral interferometry [5, 10] , Coulomb explosion of pre-aligned molecules [15, 16] , and a revised weak field polarization technique [17] could be used to get alignment signals proportional to <<cos 2 θ>> or (<<cos 2 θ>>-1/3). In this paper, we present a simple and intuitive method based on alignment-induced spatial (de)focusing effects to directly characterize the field-free molecular alignment. Impulsive rotational Raman excitation induced molecular alignment experiences periodic revivals after the extinction of the pump pulse. The pre-aligned molecules show orientation-dependent refractive index changes, which can be considered as a newly established gas-phase nonlinear lens by considering the Gaussian-shaped spatial distribution of the pump pulse. Accordingly, a weak probe pulse propagating through the pre-aligned molecules undergoes spatial refractive index gradient, which modifies its spatial intensity property. This spatial modulation effect, extracted by detecting the local intensity of the central part of a weak probe pulse, is relevant to the molecular alignment degree and can be used to directly reconstruct the molecular alignment revivals. The measured results of field-free alignment of roomtemperature N 2 , O 2 , air, NO, CO and CO 2 at atmosphere pressure are presented. Moreover, the electronic Kerr effect, the weak plasma and field-free molecular alignment impact on the modulation of the probe pulse differ in both time and intensity scales, which can be clearly distinguished.
Experimental setup
A schematic configuration of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The pulse from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (~50 fs, 800 nm,1 kHz) was split into two parts: one served as the excitation pulse for molecular alignment (M-pulse), the other passed through a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal (type-I, 29.2°-cut, 200-μm-thick) to generate second harmonic (SH), acted as the weak probe pulse. The time delay between the M-pulse and probe pulse was precisely controlled by a motorized translation stage. A half-wave plate (HWP) located in the path of the M-pulse was used to rotate the polarization of the M-pulse with respect to that of the probe pulse. The M-pulse and probe pulse were focused by lenses of f = 50 and 40 cm, respectively, with their focal spots spatially overlapped collinearly at the center of a 20-cmlong gas cell, which was filled with different room-temperature gases at atmosphere pressure. After the gas cell, a couple of dichromatic mirrors were used to remove the M-pulse at 800 nm by reflecting the 400 nm probe pulse. The output beam profile of the probe pulse was imaged by an imaging system in 4-f configuration and then photographed by a charge coupled device (CCD) [18, 19] . A variable attenuator was put in front of the CCD, making sure that the CCD worked well below its saturation level. The recorded spatial profile of the probe pulse was sent to a computer, where the local intensity at the beam center was integrated versus the time delay which directly reflected the field-free molecular alignment revivals. As compared with the previous experiments based on the cross-defocusing effect [14, 15] , here the molecular alignment was collinearly probed and the spatial (de)focusing effect induced spatial variation of the probe pulse was directly imaged (rather than the molecule alignment diffracted far-field ones) and recorded by a CCD [13] [14] [15] . Fig. 1 . Schematic configuration of the experimental setup. The M-pulse (red, 800 nm) and the probe pulse (blue, 400 nm) are combined at a beam splitter (BS) which is highly reflective at 400 nm and transmitted at 800 nm. The gas cell is filled with various room-temperature molecular gases at 1 atm. A 4-f imaging system is used to image the output spatial profile to a recording CCD.
Results and discussions
Since we measured the intensity variation of the weak probe pulse in a selected center part, there existed an inevitable background signal, which was in fact equivalent to the selected center part intensity of the probe pulse without any effects of molecular alignment (corresponding to the case of random molecular orientation). The alignment-induced intensity variation in the selected center part could thus be obtained by subtracting the background signal from the detected signal. Throughout the paper, a positive signal signifies the spatial focusing phenomenon, indicating that the molecules were aligned parallel to the polarization of the probe pulse for which a bright spot pattern in the center was observed, while on the other hand a ring probe beam pattern and a negative signal corresponds to spatial defocusing with perpendicular alignment. As a consequence, the perpendicular post-pulse transient molecular alignment revivals could be clearly different from the parallel ones. Figure 2 shows the measured alignment signals of molecular O 2 (solid curves) under the excitation of M-pulse with the intensity of 4.6 × 10 13 W/cm 2 when the M-pulse and probe pulses were polarized parallel and perpendicularly to each other, respectively. The signals consisted of a series of revivals after the vanishing of the M-pulse, giving rising to the spatial focusing or defocusing effects induced by the molecular alignment. Since the degree of alignment was sensitively proportional to the excitation pulse intensity before its saturation, the Gaussian-shaped transverse profile of the M-pulse produced a larger molecular alignment degree at the central part than that at its periphery. Then the parallel (perpendicular) molecular alignment revival with increased (decreased) refractive index introduced a spatial focusing (defocusing) effect which was equivalent to a positive (negative) lens and increased (decreased) the local intensity at the interaction part of the probe pulse. Such focusing and defocusing phenomena, depicted in the insets labeled as A, B, C and D, were directly and clearly resolved via the CCD captured probe pulse pattern. The diameter of the probe beam recorded on the CCD was ~10 mm, and an area of ~3 × 3 mm 2 around the center of the probe beam was integrated and indicated the local intensity modulation induced by the molecular alignment. The simulated statistic metric (<<cos 2 θ>>-1/3) (without Kerr and plasma contributions) of molecular O 2 (dashed curves) are also shown in Fig. 2 . For the low plasma density in our experiments, the room-temperature approximation of the initial rotational population of the molecules before the excitation of the M-pulse agreed well with the measurements. The numerical simulation was done by a double averaging procedure as follows [20] . Firstly, the Schrödinger equation was solved for each initial molecular state |Ψ (t) = |J 0 M 0 >, and the degree of molecular alignment at time t was acquired from the population C JM (t) of each rotational state as: 
where P J0 is the population probability of the state J 0 . The simulation was done with room temperature O 2 molecules under the excitation intensity of 4.6 × 10 13 W/cm 2 . This indicates that impulsive molecular alignment with distinguishable parallel/perpendicular revivals could be directly measured by spatial focusing and defocusing effects. Figure 3 shows the molecular alignment signals of N 2 , air, and CO 2 measured in our experiments with an excitation M-pulse intensity of 4.6 × 10 13 W/cm 2 for N 2 and air, 1.4 × 10 13 W/cm 2 for CO 2 , respectively. The measured molecular alignment degree of the parallel revival was about twice of that of the perpendicular one, which was consistent with the fact that <<cos 2 θ // >> + 2<<cos 2 θ ┴ >> = 1. The revival periods T 0 for N 2 , O 2 , and CO 2 are 8.3 ps, 11.6 ps and 42.7 ps, determined by the relation T 0 = 1/ (2B 0 c), respectively, where B 0 is the molecular rotational constant and c is the speed of light. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the alignment signal of air was composed of two independent revival structures of N 2 and O 2 . For different molecules, the different quarter revival structures arose from the different nuclear spin statistics of the odd and even rotational states [17] .
It is well verified that the probe pulse could be focused or defocused by the spatial focusing or defocusing effects of the parallel or perpendicular molecular alignment revivals, which increased or decreased the measured local intensity around the probe beam center. The torque induced by the M-pulse always preferentially forces molecules to align parallel to its polarization with an inertia delay of ~100 fs. It thus focused (defocused) the probe pulse polarized parallel (perpendicularly) to the M-pulse, leading to a positive (negative) signal around zero time delay as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . On the other hand, the M-pulse and probe pulse also experienced Kerr cross-couplings as they were temporally overlapped, leading to Kerr cross-focusing regardless of the laser polarizations. As the M-pulse and probe pulse were parallel or perpendicularly polarized, Kerr-focusing either cooperated with alignment focusing or competed with the alignment defocusing around the zero time delay. Thereafter, the molecular alignment became dominated with a time delay of one or a few hundred fs dependent upon the molecular species. Due to the inertia time delay of the alignment effects with respect to the instant Kerr effects, Kerr cross-focusing could be distinguished from alignment-induced defocusing by checking the increase or decrease of the probe pulse intensity at the center part versus the probe pulse time delay. As clearly shown in Fig. 3 , for probe pulse polarized perpendicularly to the M-pulse, there were always Kerr focusing (small positive signals) before the alignment-induced defocusing (negative signals) around zero time delay. When the M-pulse and probe pulse were polarized in the parallel direction, the Kerr and alignment-induced effects established similar spatial focusing and both were summed up, making it quite difficult to distinctly separate Kerr focusing from alignment focusing, even though the Kerr coupling strength for the parallel polarized fields was about three times as that for the perpendicularly polarized fields [21] . As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, our measurements with probe pulse polarization perpendicular to the M-pulse provided a valid way to distinguish the Kerr effect from the molecular alignment. This is more obvious for molecular CO as shown in Fig. 4(a) , where the molecular alignment response was delayed about ~100 fs behind the Kerr effect. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the Kerr effect was not so noticeable for molecular NO by contrast with the molecular CO even both are polar molecules. This might because that the NO (single ionization potential is ~9.26 eV [22] ) is much easier to be ionized and only a weak M-pulse intensity of 1.3 × 10 13 W/cm 2 was implemented, which was less than one third of the intensity applied to CO (single ionization potential ~14.01 eV [22] ). Figure 4 (c) illustrates the pure electronic Kerr effect in atomic gas Ar where no molecular alignment could be involved. The measured peak In additional to the Kerr and molecular alignment effects, the weak ionization induced plasma contribution was also observed. The plasma contribution always defocused the probe pulse no matter its polarization was parallel or perpendicular to that of the M-pulse. The plasma contribution was involved since it was generated by the M-pulse and slowly decayed with a typical lifetime of the order of several hundred picoseconds to a few nanoseconds depending on the plasma density. It was actually almost a constant for the short time range of several to tens ps as concerned here [14, 15] . This decreased the baseline of the measured signal, as shown in the figures, which was more prominent when the M-pulse and probe pulses were polarized perpendicularly where the permanent molecular alignment impact cooperated with the plasma effect to defocus the probe pulse. Since the NO molecules are very easy to be ionized, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , the plasma effect induced decrease of the molecular alignment baseline was observed even when the probe pulse polarization was parallel to the M-pulse, where the weak permanent molecular alignment effect competed with the plasma effect. Actually, the alignment degree of molecular NO was small for the weak Mpulse intensity which made the plasma effect more evident as compared with the others.
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated that the field-free molecular alignment could be directly measured by the spatial (de)focusing effects, which clearly distinguished the parallel and perpendicular revivals with increased and decreased probe pulse intensity around the beam center. Meanwhile, the Kerr and plasma effects were observed and distinguished from the molecular alignment in our measurements.
